The Indigenous Progressive Regional Alliance
(T.I.P.R.A)

Dearest Bijoy Babu,

As we are both aware we have had various communications over the last few months about a larger understanding between the TIPRA and INPT in view of our movement to empower our people.

I believe that this understanding should be a long term one and binding on each other for the interest of our people. We also have filed a case in the Supreme Court on the NRC, Forest Bill, restoration of Tribal land, direct funding to TTADC and implementation of Inner Line Permit in the TTADC areas among others. TIPRA and TPF are also fighting the CAA case in the Supreme Court right now.

I am optimistic for a larger integration and I will also speak to the TPF leader Patal Kenya on the same issue. I believe that unity will come if we all decide to put the interest of our state above our own self interest.

I am proposing which maybe of an interest to you - A amalgamation of INPT, TIPRA and TPF as a new renamed political party on grounds that our ideology is same and that we will detect delete and deport all illegal migrants from India along with issues of CAA, NRC.

That there will be no question of alliance between our party and any national party till after 2023 assembly elections. I also don’t seek or desire any post or position in this new set up if there may be any inconvenience to anyone, my aim is to seek unity and not any posts.

I also urge that a demand of a greater integration of Tiprasa inhabited areas called TIPRALAND or TIPRAHA should be considered, much like what the Naga’s have done.

UJAYANTA PALACE, AGARTALA, Tripura
Today we have Tiprasa people living in parts of lower Assam, certain districts of Mizoram, Myanmar, Khagrachhari, Bandarban (Bangladesh) in terrible conditions and there has to be a dream of uniting all of us as one. If the Nagas can talk to the Indian government for a greater Nagalim which includes parts of Myanmar, Manipur, Arunachal Pradesh, Assam for 22 years then why we Tiprasa’s as a historical kingdom not ask the same?

Our existence as an indigenous kingdom is one of the oldest in the region and the Government of India will have to listen to our genuine desire for peace, unity and security.

I also believe that as a senior statesman you should speak to Ms Patal Kanya Jamatia as she will form a key component to this larger Tiprasa formation, her views are important in this issue as well, I will also ask her to do the same with you.

Finally I believe that you have your state executive committee on the 21 of September, I hope you take this issue which I have raised in writing to your party members and revert back to me in same. My dream is to see that we all unite together as one single entity. This is what we have always been talking about “UNITY”

I am sure you will find a solution to this

Regards

Pradyot Manikya

Chairman TIPRA